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Editorial on the Research Topic

Infrastructure sharing in broadband networks: impact on

telecommunications operators and consumers

Communication networks have evolved significantly over the past decades. Through

a range of technological improvements, market interventions and a plethora of services

for their subscribers, fixed and mobile networks have changed the ways we live, work and

communicate with each other. The current landscape in communication networks poses

some new challenges as demand for access is largely saturated across several markets in terms

of adoption and the need to improve the infrastructure (including 5G) to support the other

technologies than build on it remains strong.

The economic intuition for Network Sharing Agreements (NSAs) rests on the idea

that investment in network deduplication can reduce downstream prices and increase

investments if these effects pass-through to consumers, leaving product market competition

intact, in contrast to a fully-fledged vertical merger. This idea dates back to the economic

literature documenting the positive effects of coordinated R&D efforts (d’Aspremont and

Jacquemin, 1988) where firms participating in these agreements decide investments to

maximize joint profits, but they behave non-cooperatively when setting prices.

Taking these considerations in the mobile telecommunications sector, Motta and

Tarantino (2021) find that under standard assumptions the first order conditions that

maximize profits for mobile operators imply that the network sharing scenario will (weakly)

dominate the benchmark case of no sharing in terms of consumer welfare, which is in turn

a function of prices and investment. The intuition behind this result comes from the fact

that the network sharing deal is assumed not to distort price choices while at the same

time allowing its members to benefit from cost savings in the investment function. In a

separate theoretical contribution, Foros et al. (2023) follow a similar approach to Motta and

Tarantino (2021) but focus on two important parameters: customer “loyalty” as a measure

of price elasticity of demand for existing subscribers and synchronization of investment

decisions. They find that in a setting of “semi-collusion” (when firms jointly decide on

investment levels and degree of network sharing), “investment increases when networks are
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shared and firms optimally prefer to fully share their networks.”

Instead, when firms make separate decisions and maximize

individual profit functions, quality is a decreasing function of

network sharing. This result originates from the tendency of

providers to free-ride on each other’s investments when these

investments are shared. Additionally, they show that when

subscriber “loyalty” dwindles, it may be preferable for both

consumers and economic welfare to ban any cooperation, i.e.,

network sharing should be prohibited altogether.

In two separate empirical papers Oughton et al. (2022) and

Koutroumpis et al. (2023) find convincing evidence that NSAs

benefit consumers and producers, but these agreements need to

account for the technological andmarket specificities of each region

as it can significantly affect its outcomes. For example in the case of

5G six main models of network sharing have been identified. (1)

The joint deployment in white areas supported by public funding

(UK, Germany), (2) the joint development in low density areas

(France, Italy, Germany, Spain, Finland, Sweden), (3) the national

roaming agreement between incumbent and new entrant (China,

France, Spain, Denmark), (4) the national joint deployment (China,

Italy, Belgium, Sweden, Denmark), (5) small cells/indoor sharing

(China, South Korea), and (6) state-owned network (Malaysia).

The variation in the type of agreement aligns with the generally

favorable regulatory stance vis-à-vis NSAs around the world but

also underpins the scrutiny and additional requirements added by

regulators in cases of competitive concerns, like the NSA in the

Czech Republic (European Commission, 2022). In this particular

case, executive Vice-President Margherite Vestanger added that

the Commission made binding commitments “that will keep the

benefits of network sharing whilst removing technical and financial

disincentives to unilateral deployments and limiting information

exchange, all to the benefit of Czech mobile users.”

Outlining the key messages from the contributions in this

Research Topic, we start with Koratagere Anantha Kumar

and Oughton who attempt to tackle the cost effectiveness of

infrastructure sharing in 5G networks. They find that a rural

5G neutral host network (NHN) strategy helps reduce the total

network cost significantly compared with other sharing strategies

achieving higher profits too. They further highlight that 5G upgrade

strategies are sensitive to the average revenue per user, the adoption

rate, and the amount of existing site infrastructure.

We also host a conceptual paper by Lehr and Stocker who

attempt to expand the concept of network sharing beyond the more

traditional top-down NSA approach. The authors argue that new

and evolved forms of edge sharing have become a necessity for 5G

coverage and that one of the solutions lies with increased and more

dynamic options for sharing, including end-user owned network

infrastructure, which should be embraced for the future of NSAs.

Lehr and Stocker conclude than these novel sharing paradigms

must be embraced by appropriate regulatory policies to succeed.

Departing from the everyday uses of mobile networks, Sümer

et al. delve into the importance of sharing agreements among

operators in Public Safety Network (PSN) applications which are

often the focus of Public protection and disaster relief (PPDR)

agencies. The authors note than these services tend to rely

on bandwidth-heavy information such as videos leading many

countries to integrate their public safety networks with 4G and 5G

networks. Comparing various infrastructure sharing mechanisms

across countries the authors highlight the pros and cons of

each solution.

Last, Popoviciu argues that measurement issues are always

crucial in terms of understanding the quality of broadband services

highlighting that data collection efforts are still lagging in terms

of the user experience by focusing exclusively on a simple metric,

namely the bandwidth availability. Moreover the author introduces

composite metrics that capture a broader angle of the quality of

service and emphasizes the feasibility of measuring and monitoring

these metrics over time.

We hope that our readers will find these works interesting as

they help push the research agenda in terms of network sharing

agreements further.
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